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MI Judge Orders Dem  Sec of  St at e To Release

A ll Com m unicat ions W it h Dom inion,

Facebook ,  A pple,  A m azon and Google

The fight in Michigan to expose what really happened in the November

2020 election is far from over.

MI Democrat  Secret ary of  St at e Jocelyn Benson

100 Percent  Fed Up reports – The m orning af ter  the elect ion , in a

sol idly  red county  in  northern Michigan  where Trump banners, flags,

and yard signs can be found in almost every front yard, voters woke up to

discover Joe Biden had walloped President Trump in the November 3rd
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general election. Upon further examination, it was discovered that 6,000

votes tabulated by Dominion Voting machines were flipped from Donald J.

Trump to Joe Biden. The media called it a “glitch” and blamed it on

human error—the American public was stunned and demanded that

lawmakers look into this and other voter irregularities popping up in

multiple critical swing states.

In addition to thousands of votes that were flipped from President Trump

to Democrat candidate Joe Biden, Central Lake, MI (located in Antrim

County) resident William Bailey was concerned about ballots that were re-

run through the Dominion tabulator machine after a 262-262 tie on a

vote a ballot initiative that would allow a marijuana establishment to be

located within the Village of Central Lake.

While ballots were being inserted into the machine, 3 of them were

destroyed and were not placed through the tabulator. At the conclusion

of the recount by the tabulating machine and with three fewer votes, the

result was 262-261, and the initiative passed. Of course, this result could

only be possible after 3 of the ballots were destroyed.
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American hero and Constitutional Attorney Matthew DePerno

courageously agreed to take Bailey’s case.

At 5:30 PM on Friday, December 4, 13th Circuit Court Judge Kevin A.

Elsenheimer granted permission to William Bailey and his team of IT

experts to conduct a forensic study of the 16 Dominion voting machines,

tabulators, thumb drives, related software, and the Clerk’s “master

tabulator.”

On December 14, 2020, Michigan 13th Circuit Court Judge Kevin A

Elsenheimer agreed to allow Mr. DePerno’s client, William Bailey, and a

highly skilled team of IT experts to perform a forensic examination on 16

of the Dominion voting machines in Antrim County, MI. On Monday,

against the objections of MI Secretary of State Benson, Judge Elsenheimer
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agreed to allow the results of the forensic examination to be released to

the public. The resu lt s were dam ning.

After the f orensic ex am inat ion  of 16 Dominion Voting machines in

Antrim, Co. MI, Allied Security Operations Group has concluded that the

Dominion Voting machines were assigned a 68.05% error rate. DePerno

explained that when ballots are put through the machine, a whopping

68.05%  error  rate m eans that  68.05%  of  the bal lots are sent  f or

bulk  adjudicat ion ,  which m eans they  col lect  the bal lots in  a f older .

“ The bal lots are sent  som ewhere,  where people in  another  locat ion

can change the vote, ”  DePerno explained. The al lowable elect ion error

rate establ ished by  the Federal  E lect ion Com m ission gu idel ines is 1

in  250,000 bal lots or  .0008% .

On December 15, the MI Senate Oversight Committee questioned

Dominion CEO John Poulos about the Dominion Voting machines used in

Michigan in the November election.

Dominion V ot ing Syst ems CEO John Poulos

MI Senator Pete Lucido (R) asked Mr. Poulos, “How do I know, as a voter,

Mr. Poulos, that I didn’t have any irregularity of the software being
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manipulated? How can I be sure of that?” The Dominion CEO responded

by telling Senator Lucido,  “At the end of the day, you have to remember

that the ballot box was secure and empty at the beginning of the day,”

adding, “And at the end of the day, there was a number of ballots that

each voter deposited into that sealed and locked ballot box.” Poulos

added, “Those ballots haven’t gone anywhere,” assuring the Committee,

“They’ve been under secure control of the poll workers.”

Mr. DePerno contacted 100 Percent  Fed Up to explain that Dominion

CEO John Poulos made this statement about the boxes being secured

without any evidence of his claim.

The constitutional attorney who represented William Bailey in his case

against  A nt r im  County  explained that on November 27, 2020, he and

Mr. Bailey, along with five IT experts who were part of his team, were

“given permission by four precincts to perform an inspection of their

tabulators and tabulator print off rolls.”  Mr. DePerno explains that at least

2 of the 4 Dominion machines they inspected had broken seals on the

sides of the machine. One of the broken seals was discovered on the

Dominion Voting machine in Mancelona Twp. and the second broken seal

was found in Central Lake, MI.; additionally, the Dominion Voting machine

in Central Lake had no side security lock on the side.
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Matt DePerno witnessed a hand recount  conducted by local Antrim Co.

volunteers and Michigan Secretary of State officials, under the direction of

Michigan ’s dishonest  Secretary  of  State Jocelyn Benson . DePerno claimed

he witnessed multiple irregularities and offered video evidence of proof of his

claims.

The hand recount in Antrim Co, MI, which many considered

useless, isn’t the end of the story.

On January 11, MI, Judge Elsenheimer once again overruled

the far left Michigan Secretary Of State and ordered the

release of large amounts of 2020 election data.

According to the court documents provided by Constitutional Attorney

Matthew DePerno, MI Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson has been ordered

to supply him with the following information by February 2, 2021.
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MI Secretary of State has been ordered to produce any

correspondences, communications, and documents between

the State of Michigan (including but not limited to the

Secretary of State’s Office and/or Jocelyn Benson):

– (a) Antrim County, (b) the Michigan House of  Representat iv es

( including but not limited to all members or offices), and (c) the Michigan

Senate (including but not limited to members or offices) regarding the

2020 election.

– (a) the Federal Government. (b) the US House of  Representat iv es

(including but not limited to all members or offices), and (c) the US Senate

(including but not limited to members or offices) regarding the 2020

election.

– Dom in ion V ot ing System s regarding the 2020 election.

– A m azon  (or any employee, officer, or director) regarding the 2020

election.

– A pple (or any employee, officer, or director) regarding the 2020 election.

– Google (or any employee, officer, or director) regarding the 2020

election.

– Facebook  (or any employee, officer, or director) regarding the 2020

election.

The court order for MI Secretary of State Benson to turn over evidence

related to the November election should be big news, but instead, they

choose to heap praise on Dirty Dana Nessel, the Michigan Attorney

General, as they continue to stonewall and threaten people like DePerno

for standing up to tyranny:
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DePerno sent a series of tweets about the case:

1. Yesterday in Antrim county, Judge Elsenheimer largely overruled SoS

Benson’s objections to discovery and ordered her and her office to

produce large amounts of information regarding the 2020 elections.

2. Michigan’s state-run media ignored this part of the hearing but instead

declared victory for Dana Nessel. Having now reached out to several

reporters, I have learned that the document production issue was not

deemed news-worthy (i.e. must be hidden from public view).

DePerno continued:

“a form of gov’t that prohibits and restricts opposition and exercises a

high degree of control over public/private life. Political power is held by

autocrats who employ all-encompassing campaigns in which propaganda

is broadcast by state-controlled media.”

· Jan 12, 2021Matthew S. DePerno, Esq. @mdeperno

1. Yesterday in Antrim county, Judge Elsenheimer largely 
overruled SoS Benson objections to discovery and ordered her 
and her office to produce large amounts of information 
regarding the 2020 elections.

Matthew S. DePerno, Esq.
@mdeperno

2. Michigan's state-run media ignored this part of the 
hearing, but instead declared victory for Dana Nessel. 
Having now reached out to several reporters, I have 
learned that the document production issue was not 
deemed news-worthy (i.e. must be hidden from public 
view).
9:19 AM · Jan 12, 2021

1.3K 395 people are Tweeting about this

· Jan 12 2021Matthew S DePerno Esq @mdeperno
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Mr. DePerno explains the totalitarian nature of the media and government

actions in Michigan and America, today:

It’s curious the lengths Democrats are willing to go to keep what

should be public information related to the November 2020

Jan 12, 2021Matthew S. DePerno, Esq. @mdeperno

Replying to @mdeperno

2. Michigan's state-run media ignored this part of the hearing, 
but instead declared victory for Dana Nessel. Having now 
reached out to several reporters, I have learned that the 
document production issue was not deemed news-worthy (i.e. 
must be hidden from public view).

Matthew S. DePerno, Esq.
@mdeperno

3. #totalitarianism "a form of gov't that prohibits and 
restricts opposition and exercises a high degree of 
control over public/private life. Political power is held 
by autocrats who employ all-encompassing campaigns 
in which propaganda is broadcast by state-controlled 
media."
9:23 AM · Jan 12, 2021

· Jan 12, 2021Matthew S. DePerno, Esq. @mdeperno

Replying to @mdeperno

3. #totalitarianism "a form of gov't that prohibits and restricts 
opposition and exercises a high degree of control over 
public/private life. Political power is held by autocrats who 
employ all-encompassing campaigns in which propaganda is 
broadcast by state-controlled media."

Matthew S. DePerno, Esq.
@mdeperno

4. I will repeat, "propaganda is broadcast by state-
controlled media." Did most "journalists" fail civics? 
#JosephStalin #MaoZedong to name a few 
totalitarians. Not hard to look them up.
9:31 AM · Jan 12, 2021
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